THE TALENTED SCHOLAR AND BEAUTIFUL WOMAN: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPOSITION OF THE TANG ROMANCE “STORY OF LI WA”
才子与佳人：唐传奇《李娃传》的考古诠释

A Lecture by Professor Qi Dongfang 齐东方
Beijing University School of Archaeology and Museology (In Chinese)

Qi Dongfang is Professor of Archaeology in the School of Archaeology and Museology at Peking University. His research interests include Han-Tang archaeology, burial customs and rituals, and art archaeology. His books include Tangdai jinyin yanjiu (Research on Tang gold and silver), Sichou zhi lu (The Silk Road), and Huanxing chenshui de wangguo: Niya tanmi (Awakening the Slumbering Kingdom: Exploring the Secrets of Niya). He also has studied the history of the Tuyuhun, ancient Chinese glass, and medieval Chinese tombs.
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